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Glossary

The words un this list are used in this booklet Please review the terms and learn the definitions The meanings of the
words as used In the text may not be the form of the word with which you are familiar'

Word/Terms

1. additive something that adds on to a base.

2. attending invoh es giving attention to the physical environment for learning, and obsening and listening
carefully to your trainees.

3. concur to agree with or to approve.

4. Lontent refers to wkat the_ trainee is saying, emphasizing what happened aS distinct from hou the trainee feels
about it. The content is always given from the trainee's perspective, the meaning behind the feeling

5., contradict to be inconsistent with or opposed to.
.1

6. counsdmg a two-way communitmtion exchange based un a relanonship between two persons, such as instructor
4nd trainee Counseling facilitates increased self-awareness, self acceptance, and self control on the part of thee ,

trainee

7. dirty dozen" typical ways of responding in interpersonal relationships wkiich are generally not effective in
helping a trainee explore his, her feelings and experience. (See pages 42 43 for list and examples).

8 _empathy understanding ho v. the other person perceives and feels about asituation or experience

9. feeling refers to the emotion behind an expression made by the trainee, emphasizing how the trainee reacts to
an event or experience as distinct from the experience ot event itself. Feelings may be both positive and

negative andvary in Intensity.

10. hoothesis an unproved conclusion or guess that can be tested, based on some facts.

I. inference a cpnclusion based on evidence.,

12. initiating a way. of respondingthat helps the trainees see where they are compared to where they want to be,

and, facilitates the development of a plan of action to help reach the desired goal.

13. hstemng an attending skill that focuses on trainees' verbal expressions seeking understanding of the content and

the feeling evressed.

14. negotiation a discussion designed to reach an agreement.

15. observing an attending skill that involves visual attention to trainees and their interaction with the related

instruction, e.g , physical appmrance, behavior, posture, and so on. -

16. personalizing a way of responding that helps the trainees feel responsibility for the feelings they express, and

assume contra over their behavior and/or the situation.

F. pertinent highly relevant.

18. physically .attending refers to preparation and arrangement of the physical environment for learning, the .
instructor's physical appearance, and his observing and listenng behavior.

19. respect demOnstrated interest and valuing of another person.

20. responding communicating an understanding of the trainee's experience as he,'she has expressed it 'Respond

ing helps the trainee to explore.his/her feelings, attitudes and values about his,'her current situation or

experiences.

,. 21. responsive base a wndition in which the trainee views the instructor as havinunpathy and respect which

4 indicates commUnication of feelings and understanding. -
22. ..superficial partia or "surface" knowledge.

23. surmised to gues, using only slight evidence.

4



1. How to Use Thi Booklet

. What Is the Series About?

Related subjects instruction is an essential pan of eveiy
apprenticeship program. It is the program component
through which apprenticelere taught the background
theory and range of application of associated technical
subjects such as mathematics, science and safety. Related
instruction usually takes place in a classroom, after the
regular work is over Most frequently, related instruction is
taught by a skilled trade.sperson or craftworker. Fur the
tradesperson or craftworker to be an effective trainer, he or
she must not only kncrw their trade skill, but also must use
teaching skills appropriate for con% eying that information
to apprentices This series of materials is written to train
related subjects instructors in the critical teaching skills
necessary to perform their jobs effectively The titles of the
booklets in the series are

1 Introduction to Related Subjects Instruction and
Inserike Traming Materials
Planning the Apprenticeship Program

3 Planning Related Sulyects Instruction
4 Detvloping Instructional Materials for Apprentices
5. Presenting Information to Apprentices
6 Directing Learning Actülties for Instruction

Providing for Indfticlual Learner Needs
8 Controlling Instructional Settings
9 Etaluating Apprentice Performance

10 Communicating uith Apprentices

The first booklet Introduces-the series, describes the
content of each booklets and provides an overview of
apprenticeship add of adult learners. The second booklet
describes how to plan an apprenticeship program and may
be used by related instructors, sponsors or service agen-
cies Each of the other eight booklets deals with a set of
training skills judged by a panel of experts on apprentice-
ship to be critical to working effectively as a related subjects
instructor.

What Is This Booklet About?

There are many skill's that the related subjects instructor
must possess in order to teach apprentices effectively in
related subjects. These skills include. planning skills,
organizational skills, instructional skills, technical skills,
skills in developing instructional materials, skills in.evaluat-

ing learner performance, and so on. Anotlier important
teaching skill, indeed one of the most important, is inter-
personal relations, a interpersonal communication skills.
Effective communication between instructor and trainee is
critical to the trainee's performance in the related instruc,
tion area. This booklet provides instruction in four skill.
areas related to effective communication and interpersonal
skills. These are designed to assist yoU, the instructor, to:

1, identify aspects of good interpersonal communica
tion; ..0

2. develop attending and responding skills,
3. de elop personalizing and initiating skillg, and
4. facilitate problem solving skills of-apprentices.

What Must I Do to Complete My Work
in This Booklet?

Working your way through this booklet will require you
to read the text, to answer the questions, to perform the
exercises, and to complete the pre and post-assessment
instruments. Expect to spend about five hours working
through the materials. The only resources you need to

, complete your work in this booklet are. (1) a copy of the
booklet, (2) a pencil or pen, (3) about two hours of time,
and (4) recollection of past related instruCtion experiences.

The materials are written in a self-instructional, pro-
grammed format. You may work through the text, examples
and questions at your own pace and leisure; you need not
complete your work in the booklet at 9ne sitting.

Each chapter in the booklet is devoted to a single skill..
The general format of the chapters is similar, with the
following parts:

1. An introduction describing ihe skill and the tristruc-
tional objectives for that skill.

2. What is, when and why to use ;he skill.
3. Step-by-step directions for how to perform the skill.
4 An example of how the skill is used in related

instruction.
5. A self-test exercise to apply the information about the

skill.
6. Additional sources of information.

This booklet concludes with an appendix that contains
the answiers to the self test exercises from each chapter
and the posttest.



How To (è Tba Booklet

Your activities in working through this booklet will
include, in order, the following things.

Complete the selfassessment;
Read and consider in detail the introduction and

- bjectives for each ;kill;
Read and study the text, examples and illustfations
provided for each skill;
Complete the self test exercise fur chapter and cum
pare your answers with those provided in the
appendix;
If you complete.the exercise as directed continue
your work in the booklet, if you fail to answer the
questions correctly, repeat your work in the chapter
under consideration, and
At the conclusion of the booklet, complete the post
test for the unit. Check your answers against those
pro% ided. If you exceed the criteria, continue your

wOrk in the next booklet, if you fail to demonstrate
mastery, repeat portions of this booklet as needed.

How Much Do I Know About The
Subject Befory Begin?

The self-assessment will assist you to focus on'compe-
tency areas associated with interpersonal communicmtion.
Read each competency statement listed in Figure 1 and
assess your level of knowledge about and your lever of skill
in performing that task Knowledge means what you know
about the subject while skill means your experience in
successfully performing the task Circle the number that
best describes your level of knowledge and skill. Compe-
tencies where your ratings are poor or fair are those that
you should concentrate on. Pay particular attention to the
chapters which deal with those competencies.

Figure 1. Communicating with Apprentices
Self-Assessment

Chapter'in Booklet Competencies

Rating

Poor Fair Good Excellent

2 Identify Aspects of 1. Comprehend and clarify Knowledge 1 2 3 4

Good Interpersonal
Communications

interpersonal communications in
the related instructioh setting.

Skill 1 2 3 4

3. Develop Attending 2. Attend to the trainee apprentice Knowledge "1 2 3 4

and Responding Skills as a learner physically, visually
and auditorially.

Skill
.

1 2 3 4-

3. Respond to the content, feeling, Knowledge 1 3

and meaning of the apprentice
trainees' expressions.

Skill 1 2 3 4

4. Interact with emphathy, respect, and
promote trainee self-acceptance in Knowledge 2 3 4

, the related instruction setting. 'Skill 2 3 4

4. Develop Personalizing 5. Communicate understanding of the Knowledge 2 3 4

and Initiating Skills apprentice trainees' individual
problems and goals by personalizing
meaning.

Skill 2 3. , 4

6. Facilitate apprentice trainee's Knowledge 1 2 3 4

setting goals, developing action
steps, and implementation.

Skill 1 2 3 4

7 . Demonstrate knowledge of Knowledge 1 2 3 4

strategies for promoting Skill 1 2 - 3 4

resolution of apprentice trainees'
problems.

. .



2. Skill: Identify Aspects of :
*- Good Interpersonal Communication

Introduction and Objectives

The counseling role' of the related subjects instructor
requires that the instructor establish and maintain effective
interpersonal relationships with trainees and utilize good
interpersonal communication skills. The quality of the rela-
tionship between the instructor and the apprentice has a
great deal of influence on how well the trainee performs
and benefits from the instruction provided. Apprentices
perform better and learn more in those instructional situa-
tions in which the instructor (1) has in-depth knowledge
and advanced skills in the content area he/she is instructing,
(2) is efficient and effective in instructional methods, and
(3) has good interpersonal relationship and communica-
tion skills.

Think of your own learning experiences, either in formal
education settings or in' informal workshops,,seminars or
other types of training sessions You have no doubt en-
countered a variety of different types of instructors in your
previous education and work experience. At one extreme,
there were those instrktors who knew their material and
had excellent skills but could not teach them to others.
They were lacking in instructional and interpersonal skills
On the other hand, there were those who were easy to
relate to, appeared to be very concerned about their stu-
dents, but hacnittle background or experience and limited
knowledge and skill in what they were teaching One type
of instructor is very competent in his/her area, but because
of poor interpersonal personal relationshipaand communi-
cation skills may come across as lacking in concern for the
students, while caring only about the subject matter. The
second type of instructor probably succeeded for a while,
but as more and more students perceived this person's lack
of experience, knowledge and skill, their frustrations and
dissatisfaction grew because they were not learning

The capable instructor is competent in both knowledge
and skills in the area of instruction, uses effective instruc-
tional strategies and techniques, and possesses good inter .
personal relationship and communication skills. Learner
achievement and perfOrmance are enhanced by knowledge-
able instructors, effective instruction, and positive learner-
instructor relationships.

All teaching that you do is done in the context of inter-
personal relationships. In the teaching process, you are

io
..

/

I.

continuously influencing and being ,influenced by the inter-
personal input and feedback between you and your trainees.
Interpersonal skills emphasize your communication skills.
As a teacher, you are a communicator. You need to have
developed the interpersonal skills necessary to communi .
cate effectively with your trainees. Interpersonal skills are
critical teaching skills. You have been selected as a related
subjects instructor in part because of your background and
experience and demonstrated knowledge and skills in your
trade area. Also, the person or group selecting you for this_
position believes that you have the necessary skills for
instructing others, i.e., being a good teacher

The overall general purpose of this module series is to
further develop and/or improve your instructional skills
including planning, organizing, learner assessment, delivery
and evaluation of student performance. This particular mod-
ule focuses upon the development and maintenance of
effective interpersonal relationships between you and your
apprentice trainees and the development and use of good
communication skills. These skill areas in combination,
interpersonal relationship and communication, are the
essential ones for you to have if you are to fulfill the
counseling role of the relatecr subjects Instructor success-
fully.

When you have completed your work in this unit of
materials, you will demonstrate your competence'in identi-
fying aspects ig good interpersonal communication by
being able to:

.

1. Comprehend and clarify individual communication
in an instrudional setting;

2. Describe how good interpersonal communication be-
tween instructor and student affects the performance
of the learner.

As you work through these materials, think about your
interpersonal communication skills and those, of your
trainees. Can they be made more effective through incorpo-
rating ideas vesented in' these 'materials?

What, When and Why Use The Skill

Broadly defined, coungling is a reciprocal communiea
tion process based on a dynamic relationship between two

,



4 Good Interpersonal Communwations

persons. The tau persons may be counselor and client,
helper and helped, parent and child, teacher and student,
instructor and trainee, etc. The counselingprocem facilitates
In 'creased selfawareness; selfacceptance, and self-control
on the part of the diem, who may be child, student, or
trainee This module is focused on the communication
process between instructor and trainee in the instructional
setting Counseling recognizes that communication is a
tau way process involving y erlal and nonverbarcues. To
function effectively, the instruc or must be able to under'
stand and Ciarify individual co munications. suppose, for
example, that an apprentice trakiee enters your classroom
with an obviously irritated look on his face, cursing and
complaining about "having to be in this stupid class."
( Became of the dabs, he was unable to keep an earlier
wmmitment, nude to his wife He had agreed earlier to
take her out to dinner with some fnends who were visiting
from out of town At the time he made Vie agreement with
his w ife and set the da) and time fur the dinner, he had
completely forgotten about his related instruction class.
This resulted in his current conflict. When he discussed the
situation e-arlier in the day with his supervisor, his super
visor advised him to sluP the class, saying it was a waste of
his time anyway. With reluctance, however, he had deuded
that he should go to class. He wm nut happy about it,
however).

Three basic points need to be considered in this situa
non. First, people tend to react to the waysomething issajd
rather than what is said. The instructor may react initially by
telling the trainee nbt to come yelling, screaming and
cursing inso his classrOom, and completely miss the fact
that the trainee is really terribly confused. Second, what
people say and how they say it is usually based on how
they feel. Feebngs influence behavior. Understanding a
person's feelings will help interpret-41e message. The-
apprentice in the example was feeling very confused. He
had mixed feelings.about being where he was feelings of
guilt and disappointment fur letting his wife down, confu
mon ocer his supervisor's Statement, feeling trapped about
the situation, and resentrnent toward the related subjects
instruction, Third, fur an individual to understand why he
behaves in a particular way, he needs to rebognize that
these feelingSw affect his behavior. The instructor can help
the trainee recognize that his hostility and resentment have
caused him to react bY cursing and complaming. If the
trainee can Become aware of these feelings, then he may
be better able to keep communications open and handle
his problems in a more effective and productive manner.

Below"are listed'altemative ways in which an instructor
ight res nd to t trainee in this example situation. See

wh e you thin best helps the trainee to recognize
and understand his feelings and how they are affecting his
behavior.

#1 'Nobody's coming into my classroom in that kind of
mood. Shape up or ship out."r

#2 "Man, you're really upset about something! What's
bugging you?"

#3 "Well, it's only for three hours so I suggest you try
and calm dowp so you can get through it. You'll feel
better if you do."

0-1 "You're really angry and resentful about having to be
here tonight. Let me get the class started then we can
step out into the hall and discuss It. I'd like Iv know
why you think the class is 'stupid'."

Which of these four responses do you think would be
must helpful? Which is the one you would be most likely to
make, given the situation? Most people automatically
choose #1 and #3. Look at each of these four responses
and examine how each might help the trainee better under
stand his feelings and see how they affect his behavior.

Response #1 is an ultimatum or direct (...ommand. It may
likely lead to the trainee responding with a threat of his
own, storming out of the room cursing and, Or complaining
or, perhaps, sheepishly taking his seat but with increasing
feelings of hostility and resentment.

Response *2 shows a recrignition of the erfiotional state
of the trainee (being very upset) and then asks a question
about the sourceof irritation (What's bugging you?). The
response tends to ignore orAscount what the trainee said
and looks fur some other, hidden reason fur, his being
angry and upset. It is likely to receive this kind of reply
from the trainee. "I said this class ... this stupidclass, that's
what's bugging me." Rather than gaining some understand
ing of feeling, emotions have intensified.

Response #3 is a form of advice giving ok solution
sending. It does not recognize or respond to the trainee's
feelings in this situation. II also leaves the trainee out of any
process fur solving his problem because in this response,
you have told him how to solve his problem. Such action
lessens opportunity for development of self control

Response #4 has two characteristics which are important
to effeaive communication. First, the response is resppnsive
to the trainee's feelings. It reWgnizes his feelings, identifies
and labels them: and does so in a way that is not judg-
mental. Feelings are easier to deal with once you can
identify and label them. No doubt you hace been in a
situation yourself where you have wondered, :'WhY am I
getting so upset about this?" Being able to identify feelings
helps to pinpoint what is bothenng each of us. The second
characteristic of this response is that it initiates some kind
of action by the individual. In this instance, the action
involves a discussion between the instructor and trainee
The instructor Is, in effect saying, "Tell me more about
this," "I'm interested," "Let's get to the bottom of this, I
want to know.".Thls response should help to facilitate a
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process of problem resolution, in which the trainee be
comes more aware of his feelings and gains a better under-
standing of how they affect h

.
ts behavior. c

Two other aspects of this communicatiod exchange also
,are important aspects of communication with which you
must be aware These are called attending and perional-
izmg skills. s-

In our exampk situation, the instructor did attend to the
trainee and was aware of his being upset. You might say,
Well, of course, he was aware of and attended to the

trainee The guy was cursing and complaining, how.could
he ignore him or mit be aware of this disruption.?," And
light you are. Attending to the trainee is an important skill
irf interliersonal relationships and communication within
the related subjects instructional Setting. Attending is also
N ery important in situations,other than disruptive situations
like the one use,d in our example. It is an essential part of
your instructirin and is very important with Individuals who
may not be outwardly disruptive and call attention to them-
selves, but who are inward and withdrawn and not Involved
actively in the learning Process. Attending means giving
attention physically to things like where you stand, how
you stand, where you face and how you look. Also it means
avoiding having objects such as desks between you and the
trainees, and carefully observing and listening to the train-
ees. Attending is an essential pre-conditionAQUIstructing,
and helping.

Personalizingis another important aspect of good com-
munication. In personalizMg, you use your own experience
to help.the trainee determine where they are in relation to
where they want to be. The personal pronoun "you" is
used in your verbal response. Personalizing helps the other
persongain control of their behavior and solve problems.
As they increase their understanding and see the personal
relevance for themselves, they are more likely to initiate
change that will lead to a realization of thetr goals.

To review, there are four key aspects to good interperson-
al relationships and effective communication skills They
are surnmarized as follows:

Attending These skills are essential to instruction and mean
that you, the instructor, are attending physically to your
trainees and are obseivin$ and listening to them. Attending
maS7 be considered an essential pre.condition to instructing
and helping.
Responding Responding means communicating an under-
standing of the experience expressed by the trainee. It facili .
tates the trainees' exploration of their feelings, attitudes and
values and sets the stage for the next step in the process,

personalizing.understanding.
Personalizing. By responding to the meaning, the problem,
and the feeling expressed by the trainee in a personalizing
way, you make the trainee responsible or accountable for

Good Interpersonal Communications 5

their part in the situation. In this way you help them assume
control of the situation.
Initiating. The instructor's initiatmg behavior facilitates the
trainee's ability to act. By responding in a personalizing way,
you help the trainee.understand where thefr are and where
they want to be. With initiating skills, you along with the
trainee, begin to lay out a program of damn that will help
the trainee reach a desired goal.

Being able to recognize and identify aspects of good
interpersonal communications in others as well as in your-

self can help you begin to develop or improve your person- '

al skills. Try to become aware of how other people tom; I
municate with one another. Take note of how other people
such as your spouse, friends, supervisor, and co-workers, /
respond to you in various situations By increasing your .1
own sensitivity and awareness, you will see many ways in 1

which you can' develop and improve your communication
skills. And remember, effective communication is a big part
of successful counseling and interpersonal relationships
with trainees. As you develop your communication skills
through increased sensitivity and awareness, you will begin
to see more and more situations when effective communi
cat'ion'can be very important to successful resolution of a

prOblem, to increasing an individual'i sense of self-confi-
dence and self control, or to increasing trainee involveinent

VAPSP,1aaT67"ocess.

How To Perform The Skill

You can learn to identify aspects of good interpersonal
communication by (1) becoming more aware of how you
.conpunicale, (2.4.e.c,2m,422.2.ir aware of other peoPle's
cornmunication skills, and (3) internalizing and applying
a "checklist" of items which should be included when
evaluating your own or another person' commuThication
Here are some checklist items to consider.

1. Are you attending physically to the trainees?

making the learning environment comfort-
able, attractive, stimulating, and functional?

presenting yourself in terms of both appear-
ance and behavior as a positive modgl fort
trainees?

facing the trainees squarely, left shoulder
across from right shoulder?

leaning forward towarll the trainees?

making eye contact with the trainees?

circulating around the room, briefly attend-
ing to each trainee?
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2. Are you observing your trainees.carefully?

_ how the trainees use and orginize their work
areas for learning?

..
who yo ur trainees associate with?

the trainees' appearances?

the trainees' behaviors?

_ the trainees' postures?
the trainees' eye contact?

3. Ate you listening to your trainees?

hearing the content of what the trainees say?_ listening for and understanding the feeling
behind what the trainees are saying?

4 Are you responding to the content of the trainees'
expressions?

capturing the gist of what was said and being
able to express it back to the trainee?

5. Are you responding to the feelings behind the
trainees' expressions?_ understanding the trainees' feelings?,

f- ormulating and using feeling words to show
you understand the trainees' feelings?

6. Are you responding to the meanings of the trainees'
statements?

understanding the reasons for the feelings
expressed by the trainees?

LummuniLating.4lour understanding of the
reason for the trainees' feelings?

Are you personalizing the meaning of the train es'
experience in your interpersonal communication
with your trainees?

_ pinpointing the trainees' role in their own
-

experienCe?_ helping the trainees recognize their respon
sibility in the experience?

identifying the implications fOr the trainees?

8. Are you personalizing the problem for the trainees
by focusing on what the trainees are unable to do?

focusing on the trainees' behavorial deficit?

prOceeding with care to insure that, the
personalized problem is acceptable to the
trainees?

9. Are you personalizing goals of the trainees?

understanding of the trainees' 'goals and
objectives?

communicating understanding of the train-
ee's goals and objectives?

10. Are you helping the learners in defining their goals?

knowing who should be involved?_ specifying what is to be done?

determining what actions are to be per
formed?- knowing where the action will take place?

stating how the action steps are to be carried
out?_ stating how the action plan will be evaluated?

uhderstanding the needs and reasons for
trying to reach the goal?

.1

Examples

Applying the checklist criteria to responses that you
make to your trainees, to other persons' communications,
and as well to statements by trainees to each other can
help you develop better listening skills and a deeper
understanding of the communication process. Develop an
overall rating for a response by thinking about various
levels of interpersonal communication in terms of respon-
siveness and initiative. As you review the suggested levels,
remember that attending skills are essential to communica
tion, therefore, it is assumed that appropriate attending
skills are present. Also, the concepts of personalizing and
initiating are combined into the single term, "initiative."
Review the levels listed below and the examples for each.'

Level *1 Responses are, both low on responsiveness
and low on initiative. Often, the responses are
more like questions or lectures that do not
respond to the trainees' feelings nor provide a
sense of direction.

Example:

Trainee. "I'm gonna get Johnson back, no
matter what. That 'Turkey' has
done duped me again."

Response: "You better learn to stay away
from him. You know what they
say, "Fool me once and ... ; fool-
me twice and .. ."

J.



Level *2 These responses a
but high on initiat
'generally Oriented
dviCe or suggesti

lo

low on responsiveness
ve. These responses are

ng: Whi le the
nS may be excellent, they

are either not heard-or not followed because
there has been na response or recognitiop to
,the *feelings and meaning associated with the
41:ai nee's experience.

Example:

Trainee: "I'm really worried about the
exam. I don't know what's gonna
be on it, and the instructor hasn't
given any clues."

Response. "Look, all you gotta do is revieW
the questions at the end of each
chapter. If you can do those okay,
you'll be all right, believe me."

Level#3 These responses.are high on responsivaliess
but low on initiative. The feeling or meaning

, of the person's expression is understood and
related, but there is no direction given.

Example:

Person. (Sitting in car with city street map
in hand). "I'm 'running very late
for a meeting. Oh, I will be terri-
bly embarra. ssed to go in late. I'm
not sure where I -am. Can you
help me?"

Response: "You feel really upset because
you don't like to be late. You'll
fegl really embarrassed if you
have to go in after everyone else
is there."

Person: "Please! bive me some directions,
Please!"

Level *4 Responses at this level are high on responsive- '
ness and high on initiative. They personalize
the feeling and meaning of the experience

, and demonstrate understanding Or where the
trainee is and where he/she wants to go. The
general format Of a level #4 response is: "You
feel (feeling word) because you (cannot or
are unable to) (where the trainee is in terms
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of present skills) and you want to (where the
irainee wants to be).

Exarit)le:
-

.. .
Trainee: "Sometjmes I think I'm jusr not

. smart enough to do this work:0
I'm too dumb." . /

. / ,

Revonse: "You're feeling pretty bad abouV
your school work because it
ways seer& to turn, out .po rly
and you'd like to do atiot-b tter.

Check to see if you car/identify
t

the response phrases that expr#
(1) the feeling, (2) where the
trainee is, and (3):where the
trainee-wants to be.

Level *5 These, responses go a little farther beyond the
level #4 responses. They express both the
feeling and, the meaning af the trainee's ex-
pression at a much deeper level than what was
expressed. Any direction-giving reflects an
understanding of where the trainee is and
where he/she wants to be. Further, the re--
sponse initiates a program plan to achieve the
trainee's gaal.

0.er

'Example:

Trainee: "I think old .man Baker is pre-
/ judiced. He treats me like dirt;

gives me all the clean-up work
all the time. Never anybody else!
He picks on me because I'm
black, and I resent it. Can't you
dWsomething about him?"

Revonse: "You're very bitter about the treat-
ment you've received from Mr.
Baker because he treats youtun--
fairly and makes only you do the
crummy jobs around the plant.
You thin e treats you this way
because s prejudicet,against
blacks. 1!, ink we n ed to sit
down and talk about thitifffier,
perhaps involve Mrs: Gibbons,
the Guici nce Counselor, and
eventual 'Baker a s well." .
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' Additional Information

For "additiOnal information on the skills for effective
interpersonal relations and communication, you might
read R. R Carkhuff. D H Berenson. andR. M Pierce. The
..skilk, ..vf Tea...hing. Inteipenonal Skills. Amherst, MA.
J-I 'i man Resource Development Press. 1977.

,Their.analysis of teacher communication skill; served as
te basis fonatenal presented in this chapter,

. .

/1. Self-Test ExerciseS'

Using the Word list, fill in the blanks with the appropriate
wotls in the .entences below Check your answers byrefer.
ring to the.appenda in the back of the booklet.

...r.
/ WORD LIST

(interpersonal
trainee
exploration'
lectures,
attending
counsehng

Initiative
responsiveness
you ,

Communication
listening
act

'1 The aunseling role of the related subjects ructor
retfuireS that the- instructor establish aI1Vmaintain
effective relationsh 5 with the
apprentice trainees and utilize good, interpersonal

. skills.
8.4

a., /
2 Eiroatily defined, , is a reciprocal.

..q.-.01n.munication process based Oti.dynamic
414' tiOn*betTveen two persons. ;

. .

t 4

t-
3. 'The counseling process is impegta;Aecause it faciti-

tales increased selfawareness, selfacceptance, and
self-control on the pari of the

4. personalizing is an iMportant 4ct of communica-
tion. In responding ivhis way, you-draw uponyour
own experience to help.the traine&determine where
he iS in relation to where he wanm to-go. As a
general format, the personal pronoun
is used in your verbal-response.

5 . skills are essential to
4

instruction, and may be considered a pm-condition
to instructing and helping.

6. Responding effectively to a trainee's exprrsssion facil .
tales of their feelings, attitudes

and values.df,kfiets the stagefor the next step in the*
prooss;$044dlizing unlYetstanding..

,

T

7. The in tructor's lrfitiating behavior facilitati the
trainee's bility to , implemertUng a
progranyofktion that will help lhe trainee reach his
tiesirecf goal.

8. Atten4ing to the trainee means physic-ally aktendini,
obserVing and io the trainee.

9. In evaluating the appropriateness and effectiveness.
of our or anothepinstructor's responses to 'trainee's
apressions, we are4concernectabout high/low

and

19. Examples of ihe lypes of resPonses to trainee ex
.

presSions which iare lOw 'on both responsiveness
and iniria. live Would include otksiions or

. which do not respond tr; feelings nor provide a
sense of direttion. -

1.4
v 1.;);.

-
4. ;

Al

,

lb,I.



_ 3. Skill: Develop Attending arid Responding Skills

Introduction and Objectives

Two basic skills necessary for effective communication
are attending and responding; Attending is the more essen-
tial, for t is the foundation or prereeruisite, both for re-
sponding and for using more advanced skills of communi-
cation. This unit is concerned initially with techniques you
can use to improve your attending skills In addition to this
foundation, the chapter also contains a review of specific
iVayS bf responding pay particular attention to the concepts
of content, feeling, empathy and respea When you have
completed your work in this unit, you will demonstrate
your .iniderstariding and competence in attending and re-
spoAding skills by being able to:

1 Describe specific behaviors which are important in
using good attending skills.
Identify and discriminate the content and feeling of
written communication; and

3. Demonstrate Rnowledge of the concepts of respect
and empathy in communication and interpersonal
relations

As you work through these materials, think about your
interpersonal communication skills and those of your stu
dents. Can they be made more'effective through incorporat
ing the ideas presented in these materials?

What, VThen, and Whffse The Skills

Mending Skills4.
Atte9ding skills include physically attending to, observ-

mg, and listening to youitrainees. They refer to the specific
techniques,mannensms, and style that you use in approach
ing the trainees that you teach. How you, use4hese skills,
that is, how you approach your trainees communicates to
them your levetur interest in them and hbw much you care
about them and their success- in the related subjects
instruction.

The most important thing about attending skills is their
effect on the motivation level of the trainees. One of the
most nagging problems in related instruction is lack of
Motivation among the traineesnut all, but many. Fur too
many of them, it's a matter of simply putting in their ume

without a real investment in learning Many fail to see the
relevance of the related instruction to they are doing
on the job The instructor's use of appropriate and effective
attending skills can improve and increase trainees' motiva-
tion..Further, the use ofattending skills is under the control
of the instrucioniXike other factors such as educaional
background, pre .vM. work experience, and social maturity,
each of which influences trainee motivation, attending skills
are directly under your control. How well you use them,
and consequently how effective theyzare, depends coU-
pletely on you

There are three types of attend ing skilLs about which you
must know (1) physically attending, (2) observing; and
(3) listening.

Physically Attending

Physically attending refers to how you prepare the learn-
ing situation for Irour trainees and how you present yourself
either to individuals or to a group. In preparing the learning
%-ituation or instructional setting, you should do so in a way.
that is consistent with the interests, age and maturity levels
of Your trainees How you arrange the furniture in the
room, which types of furniture you use ( e.g , school type
desks or tables and chairs), the visually displayed materials
you use, and having a comfortable environment in terms of
lighting, noise, temperature, and ventilation, are all impor-
tant The environment should be comfortable, attractive,
and functional. When such a classroom environment is
provided, it communicates interest in the trainees and
invites their attention to the learning that is going to.take
place.

In presenting yourself to the apprentice trainees, it is
IMPortant to consider your appearance and behavior Your
physical appearance is impOrtant and your dress and groom
ing should reflect your role as instructor. Remember that
you are, a model for what you want o see the apprentices
become in their respective trades. Be sure that your work
habits, such as being prepared, being on time, and grading
their work promptly and fairly, present a good model for
them to follow in their trade. Other specific behaviors you
should be aware of include your posture and your eye
contact. In addressing an individual apprentice traiifee, you
should be squared up with and faci%the traineeydur
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right shoulder across frum his, her left shoulder This cum
municates that the trainee has }our full attention. You also
should lean forward slightly; as this indicates that you are
interested, much like beingun the edge of y our seat watch

r ing a tense basketball game Further, maintain eye contact
with the trainee. This communicates your interest in the
trainee as an ,indiYidual and gies you the opporturnry to
obsene the trainee s facial expressions and behaviors, a
source uf important information When addressing a gruup
or classroom uf trainees, the important aspects of attending
also appl} Be sure to face the gruup squarely, positioning
yourself in front uf them su that you are able to hae all uf
them in your iew Mold turning your back un them while
talking. eYen when writing un the board. Make eye contact
with each individual trainee, moving from one to another
quickly as you scan the group and observe their attention
and response Minimize the distance and number of physi:
cal objects such as desks or tabjes between yourself and the
trainees Arrange the desks or tables and chairs in the room
so thAt you have space to pass between them as you move
around the room and observe the trainees at their learning
tasks

Obsertmg
-

The sewnd type uf attending skill which you should
deN elop and use is obsenmg Learn to obServe the follow
ing things about your trainees (1) their learning environ
ment. ( 2) their physical appearance, (3) their beha% Jot% (4)
their posture. and ( 5) their eye contact with you as their
instructor and with the educational materials the} are ;kork
ing with Look at the area where the trainee is working.
Dues it indicate that the trainee is prepared and well orga
nized? Are all necessary books, supplies and materials there?
Has the trainee organized his her desk or work area tu do
the work effectnel} and effiuentl}? Dues the area have
adequate lighting? Is the area free from distracting noises
and interruptions Obsene also the trainee's appearance.
Some obvious obSenations include age, sex, size, race.
Xlso, obsene dress and grooming Here again, look for
appearances and presentation on their part that tells you
something about their dress and grooming habits. Is their
dress conservanY e? coordinated? neat? What inferences Lan
you make about the trainees as learners that ma} suggest
ways fur you to relate best to them in 'the instructional
setting? Remember that observations of your trainees' physi
cal appearances are inferences only, and must be checked
out through subsequent interactions ur information that
will either support or contradict them.

Notice the behaior of your trainees. From these observa
lions, you Lan tell if their energy level is high ur low. How
interested and how serious are they in the lesson' Du they
arnye on time and hie witIr them all necessaryjnaterials

ur du they come late consistently tosessions and frequentl}
forget the materials the} need to partiupate fully in the
leon?

Trainee posture and eye contact can tell you something
about their interest and attention as well Fur example, a
trainee with head bowed down ur supported by his hand
ma} be fatigued after an exceptionally hard da} at work Do
the learners' faces look puzzled? Perhaps they are having
difficulry understanding the lesson being presented. Loss of
interest ma} result if they are having trouble following your
lecture ur are unable tu do-the task }uu ha% e gi en them.
Frum your careful obseryation, you should be able to see
how the trainees hae prepared themselves, how much
interest the} ha% e, and how welf the} are attending to the
lesson.

Listening

The third rype of attending skill is listening There are,
two aspects of listening One is listening for the trainees'
feelings behind their expressions The second is listening
to the content of.the trainees' expressions Listening for
both content and feeling in the trainees' expressions is a
step toward better understanding of the trainee and their
experiences or situations When you,are listening to your
trainees, whether it be in the classroom or instructional
setting, before or after class, during conferences with indi

ual trainees, or in less formal situations, you must listen
to what is said or the content as well as to the feelings the
trainee is expressing along with the..cuntent. Some exam
ples illibefings which trainees might hae, both positive
and negati% e, are presented in Table 1. Review the list and
try to think uf other wurds that describe positne and negi
tne feelings. What words du you use must uften to describe
yuur feelingswhen yuu are feeling good about things ur
nut su gyod about yourself or a situation you are involved
in?

Look at the the statements made b} trainees and listed in
Figure 2. With the first expression, the content and feelings
ate identified Following this example, identify the content
and feelings of the other four statements.

Check to see how your identification of the content and
feelings uf each of the statements matches those given
below Where yours are particularl y. different, and you
missed a particular feeling ur misinterpreted the content,
read the statement again and see if yuu Lan recognize the
feeling and describe the content.

Being able to use words to describe yr label feelings is
important because through this process, trainees develop
more awareness, understanding and ownership of their
feelings This increases self control, une of the goals of
communication and wunselmg. Remember, feelings affect
the wa} eYeryune behaves. Helping your apprentice trainees



TABLE 1

, List of Feeling Words

Positive

super
neat

relieved
satisfied
proud
excited

o.k
optimistic

happy
interested
hopeful
relaxed
secure

comfortable
great

wonderful

Negative

frustrated
bored

sad
disappointed

blamed
embarrassed ,

rejected
lonely

pessimistic
confused

down (depressed)
discouraged

anxious
helpless
scared

bad

Trainee Statement

==1,

A
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recognize and accept their feelings as a natural and vital
part of being human is the counseling role. By attending
physically to the trainee, by observing the trainee's appear-
ance and behavior, and by listening to the trainee's expres-
sions for both content and feeling, you will be in a position
to assist the trainee through use of your responding skills.

Figure 2. Example Statements

Content Feeling

#1 Yesterday, I went to the doctor and found out
that I'm pregnant. Now W. hat?.I certaiply don't of pregnancy.

want to lose this job and the training I'm
getting.

#2 Can you believe it? Snyder's monthly evalua-
tion reporion me was super. I think I'll get
that raise now.

#3 Trying to make it on this apprentice salary is
rough, let me tell you! I hope I can stick with
it long enough to let it pay off.

#4 I got it! Finally, I think I'm getting the hang of
these equations.

#5 Boring, that:s what it is. Why do we have to
know all this junk about labor union history
and apprenticeship laws?

'Went to the doctor, learned uncertain, scared, concerned
about future.

Wo

Content

#2 Received positive evaluation report from supervisor
#3 Money is tight.
#4 Able to solve math problems.
#5 Complaint about coursfpcontent.

Feeling

Proud, surprised, happy, hopeful.
Concerned, but hopeful.

, Relieved, pleased, interested.
Bored, frustrated.
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Responding Skills

The purpose of using good responding skills is to help
trainees explore their feelings and their particular expen:
ences or situations Through this exploration, they will
develop better understanding about their feelings and their
behavior Further, it will help them to determine what they
can or should do. The illy in which you respond must
acwmplish mo things First, you must respond to the
feeling being expressed by the trainee You must recognize
the feeling being expressed and formulate and use a feeling
word that describes it Your listening skills are critical in
this reprd After listening, reflect your understanding back
to the trainee using the general format. 'You feel _

Second. develop an understanding of the trainee's reason
for the feeling This emphasizes the meaning behind what
the trainee is saying, and allow5 you to combine the feeling
and the content The format of the reflective statement can
be expanded in this way. "You feel
because By responding with a
reflection of the feeling and the meaning behind.the feel-
ing, you are responding.effectively, helping the trainee to
explore his feelings and his/her situation further.

Here are.some examples of responses that are effective
They refer back to the trainee statements presented in
Figure 2

. . . Trainee Statement#1 Yesterday, I went tu the doctor and
found out that I m pregnant. Now what? I certainly don't
want to lose this lob and the training Fm getting

Response#1 You feel uncertain about what's going to hap.
pen because of the pregnancy and aren't sure how it's going
to affect your work and training

Trainee Statement#2- Can you believe it? Snyder s monthly
evaluation report on me was super I think-Ill get that raise
now

Response #2 You're really proud of that report, even better
than Ai thought it,would be, it may mean cyou'll get that
nextise

Sta lent 03 Trying to make it on this apprentice
salary ts rough, letIne tell you I hope I Lan stiLk with it long
enough to let it pay off.

Response #3, The 'money situatton is discouragingyou're
onLerned about being able tumid( it out and Lomplete the .

apprentiLe training program and benefit frum It.

Following the instructions provided thusiar on respond-
ing, and using the examples above, write a response that you
would make' to the following two trainee statements. Re-
member, be sure that your response reflects both the feeling
and the content or meaning of the trainee's expressions.

Trainee Statement#4 I gut al Finally, I think I'm getting the
hang of these equations

Your Revonse to#4.

Trainee Statemenkl Boring, that's what it is. Why do we
have to know all this Junk about labor union history and
apprenticeship laws?

.

Your Revonse to#5'

Compare your responses with the following responses
that were Suggested by experts. The suggested respligs
follow the format for reflective statements of feeling and
meaning. If your respones are similar, then you are using
good responding skills and understand the concepts such
as-listening; being able to recognize and label feelings,
and formulating a reflective response that helps the trainee
explore more fully his/her feelings and behavior. If your
responses are not similar, or if you have Misinterpreted the
feeling, or fail to see the reason for the feeling, then you
should review this section on attending and responding
skills.

Check Yourself

Example Response #4. You feel relieved becatise you have
gotten over the hump in solving equations (
Example Response #5. You feel fruS"trated because you
don't like studying the history and law which is pan of them

,course

Respect and empathy
vat

The suggested way to respond to the trainee's expl'es-
sion helps to communicate two things about you to the
trainee. First, it communicates to the traineethat you have
respect for him/her. By indicatrng that you Are interested' .
and want to listen, you are saying to the trainee that he/she,
is valued and respected. This increases the trainee's will-
ingness to explore feelings or problem areas. Your respect
for the trainee can help break down tlie barriers of isola-
tion and pave the way for close communication and new
self-esteem. Second, expressing your understanding of the
trainee's feelings shows that you have empathy, that you
understand what the trainee is feeling and experiericing
from his/her perspective. It is a great feeling when some-

G



body else understands how you feel. When this happens,
the other person (in this instance, the trainee) is much
more willing to explore and reach a better understanding
of self. Further, when you displat the characteristics of
respect and empathy, the trainee is going to be more likely
to consider alternative suggestions which you may inake.

The "Din). Dozen"

The type of reflective response and the format for delivery
that is proposed can be contrasted with typical ways of
resplding which are generally not effective in helping the
trainee explore his her feelings and experience These
types of responses have been referred to as the dirty

dozen Probably you will recognize them. As you review,
them, identify those that ou mat tend to use ilten. Also,
think ot how statements such as these have made you feel
when others have made them to you The list presented
here was compiled hy Dr Thomas Gordon, a psychologist
who has studied interpersonal refationships between parent
and child, teaQv and pupils, and employet and employee

"The Dirty Dozen"
1 Ordering, Directing, Commanding

"Stop ''complaining You're going to have to know
this stuff because it's pairof the course. There's not a
thing else you can do."

2 Warning, Admonishing, Threatening -
"If you don't start showing up on time for class, I'll
'report you to the personnel office

3 Exhorting, Moralizing, Preaching
"You should have thought about that before you got
pregnant "

4. Advising, Giving Suggestions or'Solutions
"Well, I'll tell you what I'd do, I'd .

5 l&auring, Giving Logical Arguments
One of the things you're going to find out on the

job is that you don't always get your way. So .. "
Judging, Criticizing, Disagreeing, Blaming
''Your attitude is all wrong. You've just got a poor
attitude, about this."

7. Praising, Agreeing
May hot always be beneficial. May be viewed as
manipulative; may evoke hostility if the person
doesn't agree with your evaluation; or, may create
dependency.

8 Interpreting, Analyzing, Diagnosing
"I know what's wrong with you. You'll just too shy."

9. Reassuring, Sympathizing, Consoling, %pporting
"Don't feel bad, things are going to get better."

10. ' ?robing, Questioning, Interrogating
How long did you study for the exam? Do yob

think you studied as much as you should have?"

6.

,
.
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.11. Name-calling, ridiculing, shaming
-You're just lazy, that's all. OtherWise, you would
Wave had that work finished by now,"

12 Withdrawing, Distracting, Humoring, Diverting
"That's too bad, I guess. Look, we've got to get back
to wqrk on this end and get it finished."

The "dirty dozen- are responses evetyone uses from
time to time in communicatinewith children, spouses,
friends and trainees. No doubt you have been on the
receiving end of these kinds of statements, e g., when you
have had a problem that needed resolution You know the
limited effect of these statements Often, they may be more
harmful than helpful. They tend to cut off communicttion,
rather than increase communicaiion and exploration By
contrast, appropriate attending, listening and responding
skills do help increase communication and exploration in
the following ways:

1 Helps the trainee find out exactly what they are
feeling.

2 People become less afraid of, and more comfortable
with negative feelings

3. Promotes a bette,r relationship between instructor and
trainee.'

4. Helps improve the problem-solving abilities of the
other person, the trainee in this context of related
apprenticeship instruction.

5. The trainee becomes more receptive to th#instruc.
tor's thoughts and ideas.

6 The responsibility for solving the probleram deal ing
with the situation remains with. the trainee; it does,
not become the instructor's problem, for example.,

"Door Openers"

In some situations it may be difficult to identify the
trainee's feelings, even though you know that feelings are
there. In Such situations, it may be most heiful to use what

Thare called "door openers." ese com nicate to the
trainee that you are interested in what the trainee has to say
"and are willing to listen to 4inn or ker. Here are sOme
examples:

71 see."

"Oh."

"Interesting."

"Tell me about it."

"Shool;I'm listening."

"This seems important to you."

These are simple ways to get communication started, as
they encourage the other *person to open up and start

1
-4. 4
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talking They are imitationssimple but effecthe responses
that "get the ball rolling"

How to Perform the Skills

These skills, attending and responding, may be new
skills for you, may be skills that you have used in the past or
may be skills that you are using now. Whether you are
using these skills for ,the first,time or trying to improve
existing skills or revive old ones, 'two things are critically
impOrtant-7awareness and practice. With each of these,

yOU mdst be aware continually of how you are attend.
ing tn your traineeliand how you are responding to them.
You also must practice these skills on a regularand consist.
ent basis whenever your related instruction classes meet.
You need continuous use of djese skills in order to perfect
them and keep them sharp.

You can develop the skill of physically attending by
doing the following.

1 Fate squarely the individual trainee or class with
whom you are interacting If it is an individual, his/her
right shoulder should be directly across from your
left shoulder, if it is group, you should position your
self so that you are facing the group and have full
view of them This way, you are able to make eye
contact with each trainee in the class. Mold turning
away unnecessarily to one side or the other. Do not
try to talk and write at the backboard at the same
time, with your back to the class.

, 2 Maintain eye Luntact with the person with whom you
are talking. If you are interacting with a class or group
of trainees, make eye contact with each member,
moving from one to another in a random fashion.

3 Minimize the distance between. yourself and the
traineeclass and, make sure you have removed all
physical objects that create a barrier between yourself
and the trainee,'class (desks and other furniture not
needed for demonstration, for example).

4. Make .ure that you have organized the room and
taken care of other aspects of the physical environ
ment to make the setting comfortable; attractgre,
fundional and in tune with the interests, trade areas,
ages and maturity levels of your trainees.

You can develop your observing skills by using-a system
.atic process such as follows:

Single out one area for observation initially such as
physical appearance or preparation and eadiness
for engaging in,tasks.

5. Observe all of your trainees fur a' period of three to
five days in this one area.

3. It helps to structure your observations by making
notes either during or after classes, depending on
what you are observing. By recording your observa-
tions, you can see if a trainee's appearance or behav-
ior changes over time. You can also see whether or
not your observation skills are improving. If, for
example, you are able to.record after class general
comments about each trainee's physical appearance
then you have begun to master observation skills.

4. After you have focused upon one area for observa-
tion for about a week, shift your observation focus to
another area. Repeat the above steps over a period of
three to five days.

5 After you have developed your observation skills in
the areas of learning erwironment, physical appear-
ance, behavior, posture, and eye contact to a satisfac-

.
tory level, begin to focus on individual trainees.

6. Select one trainee to observeand focus your observa-
tion on this one trainee for a period of three to five
class meetings. Be comprehensive in your approach,
observing skills in all of the various areas discussed.
From your observations of a single trainee as sug-
gested in Step #6, develop some hypotheses about
the trainee. Next, gheck to see if your ideas are
accurate and valid, For ,example, you observe that
the trainee is slow to begin his/her work after in-
structions aie given and assignments made. He/she
watches to seewhat other trainees do and then
begins hislhd work. Perhaps the student is not
understanding your verbal iittructions or has diffr
culty in following directions. You can checa this out
by asking the student to restate instructions/direc-,
tions to you.

8. Rellieat Steps #6 7 with two more trainees in your
related subjects' program. Notice how each individ-
ual trainee is unique, with differing personality styles,
work habits, and so on.

9. Apply,your observation skills in all of your instruc-
tional svtings with all of your trainees. r.

10. Periodically check your observation skills by record-
ing. ThiS will help you maintain the skills Yo,u have
developed. '

You can develop your listening skills by becoming !lore
aware of your own and other persons' conversations, com-
ments and expressions. Do the following.

1. Become more aware of the words ihat you use to
express your feelings to other, people such as co-
workers, supervisor, family members.

2. Notechow the wordsyou use are related to the feelings
that yok have. Are they direct, subtle, or evasive? The

4 words You use probably will depend on who the



other person ts and how y oil feel about them. In
other words, do you consider the other person to
have respect and empathy. If so, there probably will
be greater congruence between your words and your
feelings in communication with this person.

3. Listen to other persons conversations. They could be
talking to someone else or to you. Can you describe
or restate the content and detect and identify the
feelings that are being expressed? Make some hy
potheses or guesses about whai content and feelings
you think are being expressed. See if they are con
firmed by the person later in the conversation.

4 Evaluate how well you think you are doing and seek
to improve your listening skills. Remember that flo,
one is perfect in this, which is why communication
between people is so complex and can lead to such=
'confusion at times.

5 Keep in mind that if you want to have good listening
skills, you must: (a) want to hear what the other
person is saying; (b) be willing to take the time to
listen or if not, say so; (c) accept the content and
feelings expressed as being real in the perspective of
the other person; and (d) understand that the other
person's feelings are transitory, not permanent

You can develop and apply your responding skills in
interchanges vvith your trainees by using the suggested
format:

(identify feelings)You feel because
(state the content of the expression)

More specific steps include the following actions on your
part:

1. Ideptify the content and the feeling. You will accom-
phsh thisby using your newly developed or improved
listening Skills.

2. Formulate a response statement.
3. Commtinicate your response to the other person

using the suggested format (You feel...because...).
4. Avoid-using the "dirty-dozen" 'responses. But, if you

happen to forget and slip one indo not wony.
Come back witti a more reflective, responsive com-
ment atyour .next opportunity. (Old habits are hard-
to break, but you can do it with effort and practice.)

5. Remember to use "door-openers" if you arenot sure
of your response. These will help to keep the other
person communicating, giying you additional infor-
motion to use to identify content and feelings and
provide a little more time to formulate your response.

Examples

Bill Robbins, a related subjects instructor teaching at the
Huntsville Community College, was reviewing test scores
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of trainees taking his course in related math for apprentices
in the building trades. He was Concerned about one student
in particular, Eddie Alvarez. Alvarez's performance in the
class, his ability to answer questions, his assistance with
other students having difficulty with assignments, and the
general high quality of his work were not consistent with
his test scores. Overall, Alvarez had a C average based on
five tests which were given weekly since the start of the
course. With a test upcoming in a couple of days, Robbins
dec'ided to pay particular attention to Aharez prior to and
during this next. test. From his observations of Alvarez on
the day of the test, he noted the following:

1. Upon entering the classroom, Eddie seemed very
serious. He took no time to interact with other
trainees, to exchange chit-chat or joke with them.
While all of the trainees were more serious on test
days than other days, Eddie seemed more so.

2. Eddie took his Seat and began to review furiously his
text materials and class notes. His review seemed
hurried and disorganized.

3. Once Robbins said it was time for the test and for
trainees to put all of their materials away, Eddie did
this.

4. While waiting for the test to be distributed, Eddie did
a lot of "fidgeting" in his seat. He did such things as
tapping his pencil on the desk, wringing his hands,
and rubbing his hands on his pants as if wiping them
off.

5. Eddie worked on the test in an agonizing manner,
seeming to have to wrench each answer from himself
to put it down on paper.
After about half the allotted test time had past, Eddie
seemed to have given up. on the.test. He was dis-
tracted by other activities going on in the room or
outside. At tirpes, he seemed to be just staring off into
space.
After Mr. Rabbins announced that only ten minLites
were left,Eddie seemed to direct more.of his atten-
tion to the test and...continued answering the ques-
tions although in a "hurried-up" fashion.

8. Mr. Robbin's review of Eddie's test papers indicated a
good deal of confusion and disorganization in his
responses. He notecl where Eddie had missed qnek-
tions that he had been able to perform wi* th relative

' ease in class. ,

3

Based upon his observations, Mr. Robbins hypothesized
that Eddie's poor test performance resulted from extreme
anxiety on Eddie's part when it came to taking tests. He.
knew Eddie could do better work. He decided to call Eddie
into his offiCe 'for a conference, discuss the situation with
him, and see how the situation was perceived by Eddie. He L

particularly wanted to know if his.1.11mas'right. If so, he

,

6.
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wanted to see how he could help Eddie deal with this
prublern Bill Rubbin's careful use uf observation helped
him to identify what was happening with une uf his trainees
and begin to take action toward clanfkation and resolution
of the problem

4, Tern Phillips was an apprentice enrolled in related
sUbjects course fur electrical workers The course iras taught
at the IBFW Hall on a one night per week basis by
Marshall Poe, a journeyman and local area electrical con-
tractor Marshall knew Terry pretty well because Terry
worked for another electrical cuntractur`in the area that
specialized in industrul wiring Terry had unginally applied
tu work fur Poe's company Howe% er, at that time there was
not enough construction actiyity going un to take on an
k her person, ey en an apprentice Marshall Pue liked Terry

and would haye hired him if he could hay e After the
course had been in operation fur about eight yyeeks, Poe
began seeing sume changes in Terry that he did nNt like.
Terry began coming late fur class, came in unprefiared. His
attitude seemed to be changing. At first, he was eager to do
the related work. He was enthusiastic and an all-round
solid trainee, Now, he seemed to Have an "I don't care"
attitude about his work, and was not serious in applying
himself to the work in the course. Marshall suspected that
he knew w hat the problem was, ur at least what part of the
problem was. The crew with which Terry was working had
a reputation fur being a rowdy bunch, inyolyed in drugs,
and -heavy drinkers" at a local bar which they frequented
almost daily after work Marshall surmised that Terry's
change was relatq to his assuciatiUn with these crew mem
bets, especially his uff the job association. He tried talking
to Terry about the group with which. he was as.souating, but
Terry would not listen In fact, he became mure obstinate
and told Marshall (in effect) that if MarshalLwas so inter
ested in what he (Terry ) was doing, and who he was doing
it with, w hy didn't he hire him in the first place "Look," he
said, "it's none of your business what I du and whu I du it
with These are my friends, the guys I work with and who
help me un the job, and uff the job, too You du not need to
worry about me."

Marshall let things slide after that. He did not push his
point with Terry, but he did continue to watch hirh more
closely and indirectly. Also through filen& in the trade, he
kept up with Terry's progress as an apprentice. From
Marshall's perspective, Terry's situation continued to go
downhill. He found out that Terry had been arrested for
drunken and ieckless driving and speeding, and had ac .
tempted to avoid an arrest. He was likely to lose his driver's
license. Shtrtly thereafter, one night after class, Terry hung

around like he was waiting for everybody else to leave. This
was unusual because he was always une of the first to clear
out as soon as the related instruction class was oyer. When
just Terry and Marshall were left, Terry turned to Marshall
Poe and said, "Can you give me a ride? Those jerks took my
license away today." "I'm not surprised," Marshall replied,
'Why should you be' Don't you know.. and then be
caught himself. He thought To himself, this is no time to
start saying "I told you so" even though that is exactly what
he felt like saying. He thought for a minute, and said,

..well, okay, I'll give you a ride. Maybe on the way you can
tell me what happened."

In this example situation, Marshall sensed that Terry
wanted to talk with him. He was still very interested in
Terry and wanted to help him. He realized that if he started
off by saying "I told you so" and moralizing and preaching,
that Terry would likely get "turned off and become more
resistant. He decided the best thing to do was stay cool,
keep his own feelings and emotions in check for now, and
give Terry a chance to talk since he seemed to want tti.
About the best thing Marshall could do at this point was to
use "door openers" to let Terry' know he was still inteiested
and willing to listen.

Additional Information

Fur additional information on development and mainte-.
mince of attending and responding skills, a major source
would be The Skills of Teaching. Inteipersonal Skills. A.
chapter each is devoted to attending and responding skills.
The book also contains an extensive list uf feeling words
which are categonzed according to levels of intensity.

Another good source, used aka reference in the develop
ment of this module is a manual, Individual and Group
Counseling This manual contains exercises un listening for
feeling and content as well as brief, conuse discussions
about the concepts of empathy and respect. Finally, some
uf the publications of Dr. Thomas Gordon, _particularly,
Parent Effectiveness Training arfd Teacher Effectiveness
Training contain general information and specific strate-
gies fur effective communication that are applicable to the
instructor trainee relationship in related instruction in ap-
prenticeship programs. References for the sources are listed
below:
R.R Carkhuk, D. H. Berenson, and R. M. Pierce The Skills of

TeaLhing Inteipenonal Skills Amherst, MA. Human Resourt.e
Development Press, 1977.

SA. Fagen, and L.J. Guedalia Individual and Group Counseling
Washington, DC Psychoeducational Regources, lnc, 1977

;I Gordon. Parent Effectweness Training New York. The New
American Library, Inc., 1975.,

T Gordon Teacher Effectiveness Training, New York Peter H,
Wyden, Inc , 1975.
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Self-Test Exercises

Answer the following questions in the space provided or
on separate work paper Check youranswers with those in
the 'appendix at the back of the booklet

I The three types of attending skills I need to develop
are:

_

a

b.

l'sing appropriate attending skills can,be a way of
motivating trainees to learn It is one motivating
technique that is completely under the contrbl of
the instructor.

True or *False

3 Physically attending includes:
a howyou prepare the physical environment for learn-

ing
b your physical appearance and behavior
r your posture-
d your eye contact

.d. all of the abOve
4. The purpose of using good responding skills is to:

a be able to tell the trainee what to do
b make the trainee feel guilty about what they've

done and waht to do better
c help the trainees explore their feelings and ex-

penences
d make the trainee see how his behavior or attitude

is a problem for you
5. What is the general format you should follow) in

using appropriate responding skills?

6. Respect and empathy for the trainee are what you
communicate to the trainee when you use gobd
responding skills. Which response below best illus-
trates this:
a "Well, that's ,really a simple problem, so don't'

worry. Here's what you should do
b. "You know,,Sara, what's Wrong with you is you let

too many people push you around."
c. -"How long did you prepare for your demonstra-

tion? Do you think you really put enough effort
into it?"

d "You really feel discouraged about your work, it
never seems to stop piling up."
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7. Give an example of a "door-opener".

8 As a related subjectg instructor, rwo things are most
important as you develop and/or improve your re-
sponding skills. These are
and
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4. Skill: Develop Personalizing and Initiating Skills

Introduction and Objectives

By using your attending and responding skills, you can
establish with the trainee what is called the responsive
base. Through your listening and reflecting skills, the ,

trainee has identified you as a person that has respect and
empathy for an apprentice's perspective and feelings.
Through your facilitation, trainees become willing to ex-
plore their feelings and to develop further their under-
standings. Once a responsive base has been established
you are to move to the next, two levels of communica-
tion personalizing ancl initiating

Personalizing is a proce&s of communication that helps
the trainee to see his/her limitations and to visualize how
he "she might change themor, where they are wmpared

10 where they want to be. In a problem situation or experi-
ence, an individual will be more likely to 'take action if
they perceive the problem to be theirproblem. "This is my
problem, these are my feelings, this is what it means, to
me." Personalizing, then, increases the individual's feelings
of ownership and responsibility. Consequently, it also in-
creases the Kdividual's willingness to do something about
the problem.

Initiating skills refer to responses which give the trainee
direction,but only after the responsiLe base has beeh
established and the situation or problem has been person
alized for the trainee. The initiating response reflects an
understanding of the trainee's general goal as well as what
will be required to reach it. The "what will be required"
includes several things. It includes knowing, for example,
who is to be imok ed, what is to be done, actions to be
perfornied, when the actions will take place, how actions
am to be performed, and the reasons for trying to achieve
the goal.

This chapter contains information about hoW you can
move from attending and responding to personalizing and
initiating in your responses to trainees in your classes or
program SPecifiL techniques for personalizing and initiat
ing are presented. You will have an opportunity to reLiew
and to critique 'specific responses as you learn how to
apply these skills When you have completed your work in
this unit you will demonstrate your understanding and
competence in personali7 and initiating skills by being
able to:

1. Describe specific behavior and general response for-
mats which are important in using effective personal-
izing and initiating responses;

2. Identify and discriminate effective personalizing and
initiating-reVonses in written communication;

3 Demonstrate understandin'g of personalizing and
initiating responses through written responses to
test exercise questions; and,

4. Identify comillyn mistakes made in using personal-
izing and initiating skills.

Remember, as you work through these materials, think
about your Interpersonal communication skills and those
of your students. HOP, can they be made more effective
through incorporating some of the Ideas presented in this
'unit?

What, When, and Why bse The Skills

Personalizing Responses

Personalizing responses should be aimed toward accom-
plishing three things. First, they liould personalize the
meaning of the situation or expenence for the trainee. In
the trainee's mind, he,She should be saying, "Hey! This has
real implications for me." Second, they should personalize
the problem,for the trainee. This means they shUuld help
the trainee accept ownership for the problem. The trainee
should see or recognize thai the current situation or experi
ence results either from something the trainee did or some-
thing the trainee cannot do. Take for example the trainee
discussed in the last unit who haedezr test anxiety. You
as an ihstructor want the train e saying in his/her
mind "This is my problem. This is something I must work
oh. This is one thing I've got to do something abocit."
Third, they should personalize the feehngs of the trainee,
allowing the trainee to Identify and to explore deeper and
more accurately feelings and meanings. If you have ever
experienced the death of a very close friend, relative, parent
or spouse, then you are no doubt aware of the .3epth*and
range of fectlings that one can experience. Different feelings
are experienced at different levels, Some go very d&p and
cut at the core; others also are present, but are more

4.. 4



superficial. As you explore them, you find that the meanings
.of feebng change They become less or more significant to
Us. Personalizing responses then, not merely reflects what
feelings and meanings the trainee expresses, but adds to
them This additive process increases the trainee's under--
standing of his; her situation.

kersonalizing responses are to be used after a responsqe
base has been established. Remember, develop the respon-,
sive base by using your attending and responding skills. By

using responses that are high on responsiveness and low
on initiative, you develop a responsive base thrOugh which
the trainee can explore his/her feelings ,more fully This
also helps you to develop a better understanding for the
trainee's perspective High on tesponsiveness andlow on
initiative means that you listen and reflect much more than
you tell or -talk to" Later on, after you have moved through
the personalizing stage, you. can use initiating responses
which involve direction giving

You may ask, "Why is this personalizing business so
importane" What does it do for the trainee7 It is important
for several reasons, the most important of which is that it
increases responsibility How many times have you heard
people Complain about thirrgs like routine office proce-
dures, workplg conditions, other people and their boss.
Even so they never seem to get around to doing something
constructive about it By complaining, some people say
they are expressing their feelings and people do listen to
l'ern However, people.sometimes get tired of listening to
the same old thing. Eventually, someone may blurt back at
the complainer, "Well, why in the world don't you do
something about it and stop all of this complaining!"

, One reason people do not do something about the
problem is because they have not personalized it. They
Kaye not looked thoroughly at the implications for them-
selves personally. They talk about the problem from the
standpoint of how it affects the workplace, how it affects
relationships between workers, or how it gives the company
a bad name. In other wordsethe problem is always external

tp themselves It is not internalized, not personalized.This
also can Hecome an easy rationale for not doing anything
about the problem. "It's somebody else's problem" or

She s the problem'and you can't change that," is an excuse
to often expressed.

When the person or trainee personalizes the problem,
hey she says: (1) "This problem has implications for me
personally"; (2) "This is how It makes me feel", (3) "This is
my problem and I must do something about it." When the
personalizing process occurs, a feeling of ownership of the
problem emerges. .6 feeling of being responsible to do
something about It develops. The result is an increased
feeling of responsibility for one's own behavior. This is why
through effective communication and interper'sonal rela-
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tions between instructor and trainees, responsible trainee
behavior emerges. Think back tO-the last time you dealt
with a problem that was bothering,you. Is this the way you
dealt with it? . _ _ _

To illustrate the personalizing response, recall the exam
ple response that was presented in a previous chapter and
notice how you can build uponprevioUs communication
to personalize meanings, the problem, and feelings for the

trainee. Remember, communiCatiOn is-an additive process
The technique is quite simple, as you will see.

#1 Trainee's expression: "Boring, that's What it is. Why
do we have to kriow all this junk about la,bor union
history and apprenticeship laws?"
Re*Ionse 'You feel frustrated because youdon't like
studying the History and law which is part of the
course

#2 'Trainee's expression: "Frustrated for sure! I don't
mind studying, but why study this?"

#2 Response: "You're frusuited 13..gtause you can't see
any releNance between .aat you're studying and
what you need to knoatUcz your job." ,

#3 Trainee's expression: "RighIl Exactly. I mean__ ult..
when would this staff ever be useful?" I just don't
know...maybe I don't see it.

#3 Response: 'You are feeling unsure about this because
you cannot see how you would use it and you'd like
to have some idea about where it all fits in,"
Trainee's expression: "Yep, I sire would. It's all kind
Of vague to me."

Look at what has happened so faz imthe conversation In
responses #1 and #2., the responffire base has been estab-

lished. This is confirmed by thefirsi two words of the
trainee's expression (#3) which indicates that the instructor
in this situation has reflected accurately the feeling felt by
the trainee. The instructor understands the perspective of
the trainee. (If you were observing this interaction, you
would be able to see physical evidences of this understand
ing in, the trainee's posture and eye contact It would tell
you, "Right, yes, that's it, you understand ") In the second
part of the trainee's expression (#3), you can see that the
trainee beginsto explore his/her feelings more deeply and
the mdaning as viell.-The problem also is becoming more
personalized..."Maybe I don't see it," states the trainee. The
next response by the instructor (#3) reflects this and rein-
forces the personalizing process. The trainee's expression
(#4) confirms this. Look closely at instructor response
Notice that it (1) reflects the feeling (" _are 'feeling un-
sure..."), (2) where. tile .sannot see how you
would use it"), and (3) where thp trainee would like to be
("...some idea about Where it all Tits in"). The trainee has
moved from complaining about the material to recognizing

#1
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Personalizing and Initiating Skills

that he 'she needs to be better informed The general format
of the personalizing response is as follows.

You feel (are feeling)
>

because you (cannot)

and

You feel (are feeling) feeling

because you (cannot.) deficit or where trainee 'is

and change or where trainee wants to be

This general response format for personaliting responses
has two important changes from the general response for-
mat introduced to you in the last chapter First, the pronoun
"you- is explicitly included after the word "because." You
is a personal pronoun, it helps to personalize the meaning
and feelings of the problem Second, another phrase is
added after the key word "and". It captures a general
direction or end state that describes where the trainee would
be if this problem were solved. In our example, the trainee
would see how "all this history and law stuff fits in." Review
the general format fur personalizing responses Be sure ),ou
understand it before proceeding with the next discussion ,
on initiating skills

Initiating Respenses

With initiating skills you beginio help the trainee move"
from their problem to change or resolve their problem.
Your initiating behavior facilitates the trainee's ability to act.
Initiating skills and initiating responses require that you
help the trairiee to do the following: (1) define the goal;
(2) identifY steps for reaching the goal; and (3) implement
the steps In a systematic, organized manner. The goal usu-
ally is determined by the last statement of the personalizing
response. It can be restated more clearly, perhaps, but this
provides the general direction or describes .the type of
change that needs to be made. The goal should be,defined
more specifically, however, to answer the following ques.
dons:

Who is involved?

What is to be done?

When are actions to be performed?

,Where will the action take place?

How can the action le performed?

Wby are you moving toward this goal?

In the example, the answers to numbers 1, 2 and 6 have
been stated partially. Answers to numbers 3, 4 and 5 need
to be devised. They will become part of the specific steps.to
be taken toward achieving the goal and included in the
implementation plan. Here is where the instructor's direct
input becomes important. The instructor Mould be able to
make specific suggestions, prqvide directbn, and give the
trainee some alternatives for reaching the goal. Here are
some possibilities for the trainee who wants to achieve a
better understanding of how knowledge of labor union
history and apprenticeship laws arq related to his appren
ticeship program.

Make the following points to the trainee:
a. Knowledge of apprenticeship laws will help you

determine if your treatment, rate of progress, and
pay are what you are due.

b. Advancement within your apprenticeship program
is dependent on both your progress on-the-job
and in the related instruition class. Evaluation
will include these information areas. (This is real-
ity and you have to deal with it.)

Provide peronal testimony as to how your knowledge
of labor union history and related laws has been
helpful to you in your trade career.
ProNide the trainee with supplementary materials such
as biographies of famous American labor leaders that
will address his question.
Arrange for the trainee to visit/contact a local labor
union leader who is articulate in describing events in
labor union histoly and relating them, to today's
situation.
Reverse roles on. the trainee and ask him/her to
prepare a brief, 10-minute presentation on apprentice-
ship law or labor unions for the class. In researching
this and preparing for Ihe presentation, the trainee's
questions about relevance are likely to be answered.

Try to suggest more thtn one alternative. Include the
trainee in determining which alternative to pursue. Many
times simply providing pertinent inforMation is all that is
needed to resolve the problem. At other times you may
require quite a bit of negotiation before a plan of action can
be agreed upon.

TO illustrate how initiating responses work, again recall
the example and follow it through to a probable conclu-
sion. Begin:with the Instructor's response #3.

#3 Response. "You are feeling unsure about this because
you cannot see how you woUld use it and you'd like
to have some idea about where it all fits in."

#4 Teainee's expression: 'Yep, sure would. Irs all kind
oCkind of vagtie to me."

,
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Response. To help make this more clear to you, let
me suggest that you talk with Pete Potillo. He works
at your plant in the processing. division and is the
local president of the chemical workers union. He
has a good perspective and feel on these areas. I'm
sure you'd enjoy meeting and talking with him.
Since I know him, 1:11 call him and set up a time for
you to meet with him. How does that sound?"

#5 Trainee expression: "Sounds okay to me. Set it up for
next Tuesday or Wednesday if you can. I'll meet with
him and then let you know what happened."
Two weeks later

#6 Trainee elpression "I had that meeting with Mr
Potillo, He was real nice and very helpful. You know
1 founcfout that my apprenticeship pay isrk what the
law requires it to be based on my progress and
ealuations It should be higher, so now I'm going to
get that straightened out

Note that the initiating response must occur, after the
responsive base has been established and the tiainee has
personalized the problem and assumed some personal
responsibility for solving it Only then will your initiating
response be receiveciand accepted by the trainee If it is
presented too early in the communicative process, it can be
perceiV'ed by the trainee as directing, ordering, command-
ing, or one of the dirty-dozen" type of responses. The
responsiye base and personalizing establish a climate where
the trainee will be interested in, arld willing to listen to
your iclikas and suggestions. He/she may use them as is,
modify/them'', or.reject them in favor of other alternatives.
Whatever, the responsibility- remains with the trainee, is
doesn't belong to the instructQr. Youi initiating skills help
the trainee to take action in a responsible way.

How to Perform The Skills'

In developing, improving and/or maintaining your per-
sonalizing and initiating skills, the two important things to
'remember are, awareness and practice. Remember that,
these were also the two important things related to develop-
ing and/or improving-your attending and resppnding skills.
In addition to these two very general suggestions, there are
more specific steps to keep in 'mind. They are discussed
separately for each of these two skills.

Personalizing Responses

Personalizing should be done after, only after, a respop
*sive base has been established. Personalizing is an additive
process. It allows the trainee to explore deeper and more

.c. f. -r
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varied feelings and meanings. The goal ci ersorfalizing is
to help the trainee feel personal owners per his:her
personal problem or situation and to assume responsibility
for solving it Ownership and responsibility are key out ,

;comes of this process. Here is what to'do

Step 1. Use The General Personalizing 1?

You 'feel

(cannot) deficit or where he/she is now

. and you want to where he/she wants to be

feeling-

nse Fortnat

because you

,

Step 2: Critique Your Persohalizia Responses

, You can tape record or inake careMyotes about your
responses for later review and-evaluation. 'Always try to be
aware when you make a personalizing response so you can
see what effect it has on the trainee. The trainee's expres-
sion is the best indicator of the res9thise's effectiveness.
Review the following examples of personahzing responses.
Critique them to see if PerTonalizing the feeling, the mean
ing, the problem and the It oal or direction are included.
Indicate with a check marls.which of these_ elemetittZie
present. Assume that witk each of these responsa, the
appropriate responsive base has been established.

1. Trainee expressiop: "When people.like Johnson and
some of those other guys trick or tease me, it really
does make mg feel stupid. 14know I shouldn't feej
that way, butNo.','
Response. "9u fqer kind of down on yourself because
other peopIskuSe.YOii,and. then that makes youTeel
stupidA-

fr**

M4ariing Jrlem _ Goal _
. .

2. Trainee expression: "I guess I just don't want -to
choke,llke I did the last time,. That' why this next
exam is important. I've got 0.4o b er."

4 Response "You feel panickAecause you didn't do aS
well as yob would have liked on the last teSt arid you 4

must-do better on this next one to bring up your .*
grade." , .

Feelings _ Meaning _ Problem G

44.:1
3. Trainee expression: "Look, when it comes tedoing

the. related academic work as you call it, I've,just
never done well. It just ain't in the cards for me, I
guess. I want to get it, but it just'has never been easy
for me."
Response: "You feel defeated because you've never

Ct.
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dope welt in academic areas-And even though you've
worked at it, it; been hare cciming."

1*6.4

Feelings;?, Meaning Problem _ Goal
! 4. nainee expression: lijust isn't fair that I'm always

getting.suck with these menial jobs. hwant to dz,
more I can do more jurigyer gives mett4'-:
oppqrtkinity.

. Res#Onse "You're fed up because you cannot show
what you're capable of doing arid even though }Du
wtrit to do more, you're never given the chance."

Feelings Is/feat:Ng.' _ Problem

5, Tratnee expression: "Very definitelyAnd you know
when they consider my age and myckx, of course, I
think they'll just let me go, Everything I've worked for
and hoped for will be lost."
Response: 'You feel frightened beCailteing preg-
nan at your age'you might lose the training position
and job, and that's something you want to hold onto."

Feelings _ Meaning _ Problem '_ Goal
_.

6. Trainee expression: "When I look down the road and
.don't see the situation getting any bytter, it's pretty ,
shaky. I've had to borrow money the last couPle of
months just to make ends meet. Somethin's gotta
happen soon or I'm out."
Response ''You feel very discoufaged,hecause you
don't see any relief Maiprovement in your situation
coming real sopnofitt you'd like to think that you .
could mak5.sonfadp.istments to get through."

-Feelings _ Meaning Problem _ Goal _

Check your ratint for each of the -six personalizing
responses against those of trained raters. If your answers
and those provided agree you understand, the personalizing
responses----,-.great! If agreement is less than 100%, but greater

than 80964.outk.tvderstanding is Afery good. Look at those
Items where Ati,Xli'P ratings differ from those provided and
maketsure yol.iiiiderstand the distinction. If you are below
3,096/then you should re%iff this unit and rate the response
again. (Figure your percentage by dividing the number of
rtIsponses that match by 24).

a Step 3: Observe Trainee Reaction

ObseRe the reaction of the trainee to your personalizing
responses. If your resPohpes are on target, the trainee's
eXpressions will reflect: (1) ownership of the Problem or
reognition of their role in the situation, (2) a sense of

r
9

s

Check Yourself Critique of personalizing responses.

/

Feeling Meaning Probl ,ms Goal

responsibility about the problem or situation; recognizing
hat there's something they have to do, and (3) an open-

ness to suggeStions of ideas from you. trifle trainee's
response doesn't reflect-these, use that as an indicatiOn
that heishe has not personalized t e problem and respond.'
with a more general reflecti e response or another person-
alizing respOnse.

Step 44stab1ish ResponSive Base

Always keeprid wind the importance of establishing a
good responsive base. Personalizing responses, beciUse
they are hitting "closer to home," need to.be made in a
climate where respect and empathy, are felt.

t.

Initiating RespQnses

Initiating responses ailj the trainee to take action. lu -
many 'situations the'trainee will reCognize. wha't action
he/she needs to take. In other situations, exactly what to do
will not alwar be clear. This is when you as the instructor
can provide guidance, direction, and suggestions;

Your initiating responses may be specific or generil,
depending on the situation or problem. For example,

"I see what you want to do. Let's look at some alternatives
that you might want to consider," (Leads to mutual problem
solving.)

"You've identified_ well the areas in which you want ti.5
improve That's the mosi important step Now, how to get
there? Let's see ..."

"TO Ili-Trove your overall test average is going to require a
more systemmatic 1-)prO2ch to study and preparation. i
suggest we work out d schedule that you and I both have,
and review it every few days to see how it's working."

"I cap see how you really want to improve your relations
with other workers. There are some specific suggestions in
this pamphlet that would be helpful to you. Put one of them
into practice each week and let's see if thinp don't improve
for you."

"In order to deal with this problem effectively, I think

9



you re,going to have to have someone more expenenced
than you or I. If you don't know of a good counselor to go
to, I can check with the personnel office and get some
suggestions for you."

'well, you-know What you need-ton What altern-Zsives-do

you think you have to get it done" (Forces trainee to think
Of various alternatives If he/she doesn't seem to have any,
then you'll need to suggest some. This may well stimulate
his/her thinking).

By presenting your initiating responses in this way, you
will lead the trainee in the direction of reaching their goal

Once the idea of what to docall it the general overall
strategy has been identified and agreed upon, the next
step irn oh es the development of an implementation plan
This plan of aLtiun spells uut.in more detail the specific
steps that need to be taken to carry out the general strategy

e content of a plan uf action should include the follow

2

3.

4.

5

6.

7,

Identifies the persons involved
States what is to be d
Specifies actions to performed
Specifies where ions will tak lace

Specifies how the on is e performed
Based on reasonable approach toward goal
Means for evaluation

Examine the plan of action that was agreed upon and
followed in the example with the trainee who questioned
the' relevance of labor union history and apprenticeship
laws. In that situation, you will recall that the plan of action
involved the trainee meeting with a local labor union
president. That plan of action, satisfied the various content
areas of a typical plan of action as follows:

1. Identifies the persons involved instructor, trainee
and the local union president, Pete Potillo

2 States what is to be done. the general strategy is for
the trainee to Nilsit a local labor union leader and
discuss union history and laws.

3. Specifies actions to be performed. (a) instructor-to
schedule meeting between trainee and Pete Potillo,
(b) trainee and Potillo to hold meeting and have
discussion on history and law; and (c) trainee to
report back to instructor on the outcome of the
meeting.

4. S'pecifies 'low the actions are. to be performed: (a)
telephone call to arrange meeting; (b) inperson
cOnference to discuss history and laws; (c) in-person
conversation to review outcome.
Based on reasonable approach toward goal: appears
to be. reasonable: A key in this strategy is Potillo's
ability to articulate the importance of having.knowl
edge about labor union history and.laws.

Personalizing and Initialing Ski& 23

6. Mear-i-s for eviluation. verbal feedback from trainee
to instructor on the outcome of the meeting.

Plans of action can be either formal or informal. An
example of a formal plan of action is a contingency contract
designed to address a sPecifi-C-behavior -or- area. An-
informal plan of action is:likely to be a verbal agreement or
understanding, but one in which all of the seven content
elements described above are explicitly or implicitly under-
stood. Your role as the instructor in this process is to keepa
mental note, at least, as to whether or not each of these
seven elements have been provided. A good way to do this

is to summarize verbally what you understand to be the
plan of action with the trainee. As you summarize, check to
see that all elements have been addressed. If they have not,

then raise a question with the trainee about it. For example,
"Okay, this sounds like a good plan, but tell me, how will
we know whether or not it works?" If the plan is written,

then check it over for each of the seven elements. Generally,
the' majority of action plans will be non-formal and strictly
verbal.

In summary, initiating skills can be performed by follow-
ing these steps:

1. The goal to be achreved is included in the personal-
izing responsewhere the trainee - wants to be.
Clarify or restate this if necessary- to make sure it is
clearly understood.

2. 'Determine a general strategy. At this point, your
direction and guidance may be essential. Fairly spe-
cific or very general responses may be used to ident-
ify alternItivro. Give thetrainee an opportunity to
present his/her own .suggestions. There should be

mutual agreement'on the strategy.
3. pevelop or Mrmulate a plan of action. This may be

verbal or written, informal or formal and will depend
on the nature and extent of the goal being addressed.

.4. Evaluate the plan of action to see if it satisfies the
seven essential content elements. If it does not meet
these criteria, then revise accordingly. This evalua-
tion process can be very 'informal such as a brief
verbal summary, or more formal if written out.

5. Summarize the plan of action verbally or in writing
to insure clear understanding.

6. Implement the plan of action.
7 . Evaluate whether or not the plan worked.

Examples

The examples presented in this section continue those
presented at the end of Chapter 3.

*, Contingency wntracting s described in more deiail in Module
#8, Controlling and Managing Related Subjects Instructional Settings
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Frum Bill Robbins: observation uf Eddie Alvarez's test
performanLe, he surmised that Eddie had so. ere test
anxiety . It kept him from demonstrating his real knowl
edge when taking a written tgst. After scoring the class'
tests and giving them back to the students for review,
Robbins waited a couple of days and then called Eddie
into his offiLe to disuss the sftuation. He presented Eddie
with the problem as he saw it. He Said that he believed that
on une hand Eddie was sharp, performed well in class, and
knew the material, un the uther hand, here was a written
test on which Eddie had done poorly. It did not reflect
Eddie's ability By presenting the situation with concern
and real interest, Robbins established an environment for
Lommunicatiun Eddie responded. He explained to Mr.
Robbins that throughout his school career, especially in
junior and senior high school, he had had difficulty in
taking tests He agreed with Mr Robbins and felt that he
understood the material and was leaming in the class. He
stated that his diffiwity stemmed from "mental blocks"
wiliob caused him to get up-tight, lose memory, and have
doubts about his answers He beLame tentative and almost
afraid to put an answer down for fear that it was wrong. He
related how he had tried various, ways of preparing for
tests, frum no study tu txhaustive and extensive review.
Nothing seemed to work. He told Mr. Robbins that one
teaL her he had in high school, a sodal studies teacher, had
let him take his tests orally. Using this approach, he was
able to do better, but this was with written, essay type
exams, not math problems Eddie really wanted to be able
tu take tests arid demonstrate his knowledge but he had
neer been successful in overimming his test anxiety. Mr
Robbins wanted tu see Eddie overcome his test anxiety
too, but realized this would require a counselor, psycholo-
gist ur some other, mure qualified professional. In the
meantime, he wanted to have a better way of evaluating
Eddie's work They wurked out the following plan. Eddie
Luntacted the personnel (Allier at the company where he
worked and made arrangements to see a psychologist and
reLeive counseling and training to overcome the test
anxiety problem. For testing in the math class, 'it was
agreed that Edtlie would Luntinue to take regularly sae
duled -exams.. This gave him real life test situations in
which to apply thonew skills he was learning in psycho-
logical counseling. Also, it did not single him out from the
rest of the class. Mr. Robbins also provided Eddie with
alternate tests whiLh Eddie took indmidually (a less stress
ful situation) and used these results to evaluate Eddie's
work.

Below is the dialogue that tuuk plate in Marshall Poe's
Lar between him and Terry Phillips, the apprentiLe trainee

whose kense had been reyoked for drunken, Lareless and
reLkless living Editorial Lomments hae been interjected
tu pomt uut speLifiL types of responses and effeLts

Dialogue. Marshall Poe (MP) and Terry Phillips (TP)

1. MP. "Well, you were going to tell me about it."
(door opener)

2. TR "They really stuck me good. My license is re-
voked for 6 months. One guy told me that, was
real stiff cpnsidering it was a first offense."

3. MP. 'You feel sore because they treated you pretty
rough."

4. TR "Yeah, for my firshime. There was a fine too,
but the big thing is going to be no driver's
license."

5 MP 'You feel upset mainly because they pulled
your license."

6. TR "That's for sure. Without it, I can't do nothing.
I'll be screwed-up bad."

MP. 'You feel trapped because of the limits this
will put on your moving around."

8. TP. "Not only that, I don't know w:hat I'm going to
do about work I mean I've got to keep my job
and all. I could just kill that judge." .

9. MR 'You're really angry because now your job
may be in jeopardy. (The feeling of anger is
reflected, not the stated target. At this point,
who do you think Terry is really angry ai?)

10. TP. ,"If the judge had only fined me, not removed
my driving privilege. . .well, that would be
okay, I could handle that. But the license is
gone, well that's another deal entirely."

11. MP 'You feel like you Were ptitirfribed too muck
that you got more than you deserved."

12. TP. 'Yeah. Well...I mean. .I know other guys who
have been arrested for drunk driving before
who only got fined. That was it."

13. MP. 'You're irked because you got treated dif-
ferently."

14. TP. "I think the judge wanted to make an example
of Me, you know, since it was my first.time.
Shake me up real good. He said, 'I don't want
to see you in here again, sOn' with this real
serious voice."

15. MP. "So you got singled out and you feel that was
unfair, because he just wanted to make it hurt."

16. TP: "Well, f guess what he wanted to do was make
me realize what a jerk I was. But what h'e
ended up doing will probably make me have
to quit my job."

17. MP. "I don't understand that...why this means youll
lose your job?" (Door opener, slight probe.)



18. TP: "look at it, my car is how I get to.work. You
know it's twenty miles on the'other side of the'
city. Without the car, I can't get to work."

19. MP 'Y ou're troubled now because you know that,
practically speaking, loss of car means loss of

, job." (Personalizing meaning.)
20. TP: "Yeah, I'm afraid so. I don't know what I'm

going to do."
21. MP- 'You're afraid now that you'll lose your job

because of no transportation and you can't fi
gure anything to work it out." (PersOnalizing
problem)

22. TP: "No, I sure can't but you know what burns me
up? None of my friends are willing to help me
out. They say I live too far out of the way."

.(Note shift in focus.)
23. MP. 'You're upset because nobody will help yOu

out:"
24. TP. 'Yeah, it's disgusting. Not Russ, or Billy, or

Frank, or even Juan who I thought was my
best friend will help out. What friends they
are!"

25. MP: You're disgusted because people you thought
would hele you out aren't going to."

26. TP: "No, inclad, it doesn't look as if any of them
are going to. I'm really confused. Idon't guess
I have any friends."

27. MP: You're uncertain about who your friends are
because they've let you down in this situation
and don't seem to care."

28. TP: 'With this group Of, guys especially. We've
done a lot of stuff together since I started
working with them. Yoti-know,' a lot of fun
times."

29. MP: 'You're particularly disappointed with your
friends because you thought they would help
you now and it has turned out that they just
don't seem to be interested at all." (Personaliz-
ing problem) .

30. TP: "No, they don't, and what a fbc I'm in."
31. MR Remains silent. (Allow time for Eddie to ex-

plore this feeling arid meaning.)
32. TP. "I think Juan's a good friend. The best of them

all, probably. Hedid ask what I'm going to do.
I told him I didn't know."

33. MP: "So Juan ls at least interested in what happens
to you. Thatmakes you feel somewhat better,
huh?"

34. TP: "Yeah, kind of. But you know the other guys
should care too. Before all this happened, I
would have been concerned about them if
they had lost their license. Not now though,
no,way!"

ei
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35, MP. "You feel revengeful, huh, like you'd like to
get back at them because they've kind of for-
gotten about you." (Feelings are anger, but
more deeply it's disappointment)

36. rp. "Now that I know what they are really like,
who cares? They weren't friends in .the first
place.?"

37. MP: 'You feel mixed. up about them because of
the way they're treating you now compared to
how they were in the beginning."

38. TP. "Yeah, maybe so. Who knows? I certainly don't.
What a mess. No friends, no car, and soon, no

39. MP. "You feel flustered about the whole situation
because it doesn't seem to fit together like
you want it to."

40. TP "No, not at all. (Skaking head, agreeing) You
know the crazy thing about it is that I probably
wouldn't have even been drinking if I hadn't
been with them. That's ironic."

41. MP. Remains silent. (Allows for exploration and
reflection.)

42. TP "It irritates me to no end when I think of what
I've let myself get into.

43. MP. "You feel a little angry at yourself because of.
whats happened."

44. TP: "Yes, I suppose I Oa I mean, . . .uh. . I

could have used better judgement. . .about
drinking and. . . about who I pick for my
friends."

45. MP. ."You feel annoyed at yourself because you
acted unwisely and you could have been more
careful."

46. TP: "More than just annoyed, I'm embarrassed that
I was such a fool about all this. I've just acted
foolishly."

47. TP. "You feel upset with yourself because you
made some poop decisions and judgements
and you wish you would .have beeh more...
careful." (Personalizing problem.)

48. MP. "There's no doubt about that. I've learned
some things, that's for sure."

-
At this point, the conversation between Marshall Poe

and Terry Phillips shifted back to the more immediate
problem Teny had with transportation and potential less
of job. He and Mr. Poe discussed several possibilities but
the one Terry thought best to do was to talk to hiS super-
visor, explain the situation and see if he could be changed
to another joi3-site that would be close to where he lived
or on a bus'route. Marshall concurred and supported him
in this strategy. He said he would check with Terry in a
week to see how his discussion with his supervisor went.

9
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In this dialugue.you can see that Terry was dealing vath
eral problems and different sets of feelings all at the

same time. The expressions and responses from 2 through
21 relate to the surface level feelings of the immediate
problem related to loss of his driving license. There is a
shift here ut.the dialogue to the deeper feelings of dis-
appointment with his friend and also with himself. This
problem abd its assikiated feelings and meanings are
explored in the expressions and responses from 22 through
48.0nce these were dealt with, then Terry was able to shift
back to solving his transportation problem. The responsive
and personalizing responses of Marshall Poe helped Terry
explore these feelings and develop a better understanding
of their meaning. Marshall also tised door openers and
silence to encourage Terry to explore his feelings and
reflect on some of the things he was saying. Terry's prob.
lems are by no means totally resolved at this point. He still
has the transportation problem to work out, but his rela-
tionship with his friends has become more clear to him
and he understands a lot more about his responsibiliryfor
his behavior. The anger and disappointment-he was feeling
were really directed toward himself. At this point, he has a
better understanding awhy he was having those feelings
and they were affecting hisbehavior.

.Additional Information

Personalizing and initiating skills are discussed in more
detail, with examples and response practice exercises in
the book, The Skills of Teaching: Inteipersonal Skills by
Robert R. Carkhuff, David H. Berenson, and Richard M.
Pierce. This book-has served as the general model for the
mochile. The manual by Stanley A Fagen and Leonard J.
Guedalia, Individual and Group Counseling, contains a
comprehensive illustration of the stages and processes
involved in problem-solving.
R.R. Carkhuff, D.H. Berenson, and RM. Pierce. The Skills of

Teaching: Interpersonal SI411s. Amherst, MA: Human Resource
Development Press, 1977.

SA. Fagen, and U. Gutdalia. Inaividual and Group Counseling.
Washington, DC: Psychoeducational Resources, Inc., 1977.

Self-Test Exercises

Answer the following questions in the space provided.
Checkyour answers with those provided in the appendix in
the back of the booklet,

1. Establishing 'the responsive base for effective corn:
.munication involves initiating and responding skills.

True r False

2. Personalizing responses help deelop feelings of
ownership and responsibility among the trainees.

True or False

3. Indicate by a check (V ) which of the following are
key aspects of personalizing responses

meaning

observing

physically attending

problem

listening

f- eeling

environment

goal

41,

4. Give the general format suggested for personalizing
response.

5. Initiating skills and responses help the trainee do
the following:

a. define the goal
b. identify a general strategy and plan of action for

reaching the goal
c. implement and evaluate the plan
d. all of the above

6. Will an initiating response from the instructor be
accepted by the trainee without a receptive base
and personalizing? Indicate yes or no and explain

7. What two key things can you do to develop/im .
prove/maintain your personalizing and initiating
skills.



8. How can you tell- if the trainee has personalized
-understanding ofhis/her problem? What are some
indicators you would look for?

owd

9. Give an example of a "rather general" initiating
response, one that would lead to identification of
several alternative general strategies and mutual
problem-solving between instructor and trainee.

10. What are the seven steps suggested for using initiat .
ing skills in problem solving.

2

3.

4

5

6

7.

N.

":,

trN

3
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5. Appendix

Answers To Self Test Exercises

2. Skill: Identify Aspects of Good Intopersonal
Communication

1 interpersonal. . .communication
2. cotinseling
3. trainee
4. you
5. attending
6. exploration
7. act

133 listening
9 responsiveness. . initiative

10. lectures

3. Skill. Develop Attending and Responding Skills

1. Physically attending, observing and listening
2 True
3. Correct answer is e) all of the above
4. c) explore feelings and experiences
5. You feel feelings because (content)

6. d) respect and empathy are there!
7. "I see," "Oh!" "Please, I'd like to hear more."
8. AwarenesS and practice.

4. Skill: Develop Personalizing and Initiating Skills

1. False. This is done by using attending and respond-
ng skills. The responsive base is developed by using

rèsoisewhich are high on responsiveness and
low on initiative

2. True
3. Meaning, problem, feeling and goal.

4. The general format for personalizing responses:

You feel

because you (cannot)

and you want to

5. (d) all of the above
6. No. If an initiating response is used too early in'the

communication process, it is likely to be rejected

and interpreted by the trainee as "directing, ordering,.
or commanding."

7. Awareness and practice.
8. Observe the reaction of the trainee to your responses.

Listen and observe to see if the trainee's next expres-
sion re as:

ership of the problem
-Their role in the situation

Sense of responsibility-they have to do some-
thing

-Opepness to suggestions or ideas
9. "I see what you want to do. Let's look at some

alternatives that you might want to consider."
OR

"Well, you know what you need to do. What alterna-
tives do you think you have to get it done?"

10. The suggested seven steps in using initiating skills in
problem-solving with the trainee are:
1. Clarify or restate the goaf.
2. Determine a general strategy.
3. Develop or formulate a plan of action.
4. Check plan of action to see that it contains the

seven essential content-elements.
5. Summarize the plan of action verbally or in v4it-

ing to insure clear understanding.
6. Implement the plan of action.
7. Evaluate whether or not the plan worked.
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Posttest

Directions. Read the fo11owi4 questions and unte yoar answers in the spaces prolided Check your mutters ulth the
correct answers that follow the quest:um. If .)kni anstier at least 70 percent of the questions cQrrect4; then you ham
.succes.sfully completed Aludule#10, the last module in this inslictor series. Ifyou get lesslhan 70 percent correct, repeat
those sections of this module with which you had greater difficulty.

.

, 1 There are four key aSpects to effectne communication skills. They include attending, responding, personalizing and

initiating. Match the stitements on the right to each of these four key aspects.

a. _ Attending 1. Facilities the trainees exploration of their feelings, attitudes and
values.

Responding 2. Facilities the trainee's ability to act, to lay out a program of action
that will help reach a desired goal.

c, Personahzing 3. 'An essential pre-condition to instructing and helping. Involves
observing, listening and being aware of your physical stanceand
posture as well as the surrounding physical environment.

Initiating 4. Makes the trainees feel responsibility for 'their behavior or
accountable for their part in a situation. Responses often
incorporate the personal pronoun, "you."

2. In the statement on Lounseling given below, fill in the missing blanks selecting from the word list to make the

statement read correctly.

WORD LIST: interpsonal trainee' counseling communic,ation

The counseling role of the related subjects instructor requires that the instructor establish and maintain effective

(a)

relationships with the apprentice trainees and utilize good interpersonal (b)

Broadly defined, (c) is a reciprocal communication process based on a dynamic relation-

Ship between two persons.

The counseling process is important because -it facilitates increased self awareness, self acceptance, and self control

on the part of the (d)

3. The most important thing about attending skills is their effect on the motivation level of the trainees. The instructor's

use of appropriate and effective attending skills can improve and increase trainee's motivation.

True or Falk

4 What are the three types of attending skills which you should know and use?

a

c

Being aware of your physiLal stanLe and posture when talking with a trainee or group of trainees is an example of which

attending skill? ,

3J
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Being able to understand the content and feeling expressed by a trainee is the purpose of which attending skill?

e.

Noting the trainee's physical appearance, behavior, posture, eye contact and so on is an example of which of the three
irhportant attending skills?

f.

5. The purpose of good responding skills is to tell trainees what they can or should do.

True _ or False _
6 Give the general format of a response statement that ideas the feeling and content or meaning of a trainee's

expression.

In contrast to effeeth e responding skills, typkal ways of responding which are generally not effective in helping a
trainee explore his, her feelings and experience hay e been referred to as the "dirty dozen." Give two examples of these-
types of responses.

a

\
8 In s'orne situations it may be diffkult to identify the trainee's feelings. "Door openers" are usefUl in such situations

becauselhey communicate your interest in listening to the trainee and encourage further communication. Give two
examples of "door openers."

a

b

9. Indicate two things whipi you can clO to develop your skills in physically attending to your trainees.

a

10. Indicate two things which yau can do ui develop your responding skills:

a

11 Personalizing increases the trainee's feelings of ownership and responsibility about a problem or situation, while
intiating gives the.trainee direction about setting a goal and how to reach it.

True or False -
12 The personalizing response explicitly includes the personal pronoun "you," and indicates a general direction or goal

that suggests what the trainee would like to accomplish or solve. Give the general response format fur personalizing
responses.
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13. Initiating responses aid the trainee in determining a general direction or goal and establishing a plan ofaction onhow
to accomplish it. The plan of action should address seven specifif areas. Identify five of these seven

a.

b.

C.

d. '

o

C.

,

r
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2. a: interpersOnal

b. coMmunication

c. counseling

d. trainee

3. True

4. a. physically attending

b. observing

c. listening

5. False

Miswers to Posttest

d. physically attending

e. listening

observing

6. The general format for a responsive statement is:

You feel (feeling) because

es

(content or meaning)

The "dirty dozen" include:
1. Ordering, Directing, Commanding
2. Warning, Admonishing, Threatening
3. Exhorting, Moralizing, Preaching
4. Advising, Giving Suggestions, or Solutions
5. Lecturing, Giving Logical Arguments
6. Judging, Critizing, Disagreeing, Blaming
7. Praising, Agreeing
8. Interpreting, Analyzing, Diagnosing
9: Reassuring, Sympathizing, Consoling, Supporting

10. Probing, Questioning, Interrogating
11. Name-calling, Ridiculing, Shaming .

12. Withdrawing, Distracting, Humoring, Diverting
vt.

Check to see if your two examples match any two of the twelve listed above. See Chapter 3 of the module for examples
of each of these types of responses.

8. Examples of "door openers" include the following:

"I see"
"Oh!"
"Tell me about it."
'`This seems important to you."

Check to see if your two examples are similar to these.

:3



Appendix 33

9. FOUL' things that you can do to develop your skills idphysically interacting include:

a. Face squarely the individual trainee or classWith whom you are interacting.

b. Maintain eye contact.

c. Minimize distance between you and trainee; remove object that creates a barrier.

d. Make the physical setting comfortable and attractive.

Id. Five things that you can do to develop your responding skills include:

a. Identify the content and feeling (i.e., use good listening skills).

b. Formulate a response statement.

c, Communicate your response using the suggested format (You feel ... because ...).

d. Avoid using the "dirty dozen" responses.

e Use "door openers" when not sure what your response should be.

11. True.

12. The general response format for personalizing responses is:

You feel/are feeling (feeling)

because you (deficit or problem)

and (direction, goal, change)

13 The contents of a plan of action should:

a. Identify the persons involved.
b. State what is to be done.
c. Specify actions to be performed.
d. Specify where actions will take place.
e. Specify how tl?.e action is to be performed.
1. Be based on a reasonable approach toward the goal.
g. Include means for evaluation.


